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Introduction 

 

Hansda Sowvendra Shekar’s The Adivasi will not Dance Stories (2017) resonates with the deep-seated 

problems of Adivasi. The major problems are the outcome of the impact of modernisation on the lives of 

Adivasi in the form of development. Adivasi lives in a serene environment–one natural environment and two 

uncorrupted cultural environments. However, when modernisation and globalisation enter their courtyard, 

they are uprooted from their roots by geopolitics, which paved many more unresolvable problems, and they 

come under the gaze of mainstream people.  

 

 The stories of Shekar insist us to revisit and rethink certain pertinent questions such as in the true sense What 

is development? Are we really doing development at the cost of uprooting our roots? Or is the development 

a maldevelopment? By answering these questions, we are not only exploring the stories of Shekar but also 

delving into the lives of Adivasis, especially Santhal, which is a pressing priority of the present time. 

 

Santhal is an ethnic group of India. The major population of this tribe is found in the Jharkhand state of India 

and has also spread to other states such as Assam, Odisha, West Bengal, etc. Santhal, an ethnonym, is derived 

from the Bengali word Hor Hopen, which means ‘son of mankind’. This exonym needs to be contemplated 

because they are not getting equal rights like mainstream people. They are always considered as margin. They 

are brave and courageous people and fought during the British regime. Their lives depend on the resources of 

the forests, especially trees and plants. They are experts in making musical instruments. The skill is passed to 

generations together. However, their serene eco-friendly lives are completely disturbed by the introduction of 

modernisation and globalisation. They are uprooted from their roots and have started migrating or else 

working on the modern projects. 

 

The word uprooting is not a simple word or phenomenon; it is a metaphorical expression of the impact of 

development on the culture, tradition, religion, occupation, food habits, etc of the Santhal tribe, “ The creation 

of homeless takes place both through the ecological destruction of the ‘home’ and the cultural and spiritual 

uprooting of peoples from their homes” (Shiva, 104). The ground reality is narrated by Hansda Sowvendra 

Shekar through his personal experiences. He has been accoladed many awards for his literary narratives. The 

major works are The Mysterious Ailment of Rupi Baskey (2014), The Adivasi Will Not Dance: Stories (2015), 

My Father's Garden (2018), and Who's There? (2020). His writings are the canon formation of Santhali 

narratives. In this article, we would like to spot light on a few stories from The Adivasi Will Not Dance: Stories 

(2015). 
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Uprooting the Roots: A Saga of Santhal 

 

Development is a vicious thing that entered India during the colonization in the form of dam construction, 

mining, industrialization, modernization, and globalization. “Dams, mines, energy plants, military bases–

these are the temples of the new religion called ‘development’” (Shiva, 98). These are the markers of 

development which not only encroached on the habitat of animals but also made the tribal people homeless. 

The word homeless speaks a lot. It is not losing the home in the form of land, “But the culturally-rooted tribal 

tribe is made physically homeless by being uprooted from the soil of her/his ancestors” (Shiva, 98). On the 

one hand, they are losing their land that is their connection with the soil and forest, “Tribal communities 

survive because of the grace of the trees of the forest, the animals, roots and tubers, sunshine and rain; a shared 

nurturing by large families; the abundantly flowing water; the favour of ragi and jower that only need to be 

sowed to thrive. Those who believe in development, these are the impediments of a subsistence economy” 

(Ananthmurthy, 9). On the other hand, their culture, customs, festivals, food habits, nativity, profession, 

livelihood, etc. Shekhar is the spokesperson for their pangs, agony, anxiety, turmoil, and many more things 

which are beyond human estimation. We can sense these through the readings of the stories. The stories are 

not armchair readings. Even these stories disturb a lot to reader also.  Let us explore two stories, “Desire, 

Divination, Death” and “The Adivasi will not Dance”, which are the saga of the uprooting of Santhal from its 

roots in the name of modernization in the form of industrialization and thermal power plants.  

 

  

“Desire, Divination, Death” narrates a story of a mother, Subhashini, who used to work for her children in a 

rice mill which was five kilometres away from her village, Roshpal. It was a story of a day witnessing a story 

of exploitation and suffering of many generations of Santhal. Shekhar has given a picturesque narration of the 

activities of people in a city, especially a crowded bazaar, but when we read between the lines, we come to 

know how Santhal pulled out of their cosy womb of nature and thrown bare into the modern world where they 

had to struggle to meet their both ends. In addition to this, it also probed into how their homes were replaced 

by the markers of construction of modernization, “…Subhashini and her friends–women who worked in the 

aluminium factory, in the soap factory, in Badrinath-Seth's orchard and jam factory, in Dedu-babu’s poultry 

farm, and in the various constructions sites all over Chakulia” (Shekhar 131). The land was encroached on 

and grabbed for the various types of factories; these people had to work in those factories from mornings to 

till evenings. Subhashini wanted to rush to the house at the earliest because her son was not well. 

 

As she entered the compound of the rice mill that morning, she was dying to get out. She was not able to leave 

early because she was scared that her wages would be deducted. Therefore, she worked till the mill closed. 

She was very much worried about her son because she lost her husband and she had only one son–a ray of 

hope for her life. She was running to see her son whom she left in bed with a fever. She was not able to give 

proper nutritious food and medication. That morning her son, down with fever, demanded sweet to eat, 

“Subhashini sat with Kunaram for some time before leaving for work Kunaram stared at her with sticky eyes 

and said as she was leaving, ‘Yo, will you bring me some jalebis from bazaar? ... Yo, I want to eat something 

sweet. Don’t forget, yo. Bring the jalebis” (Shekhar 138). This shows their financial status where they are not 

able to fulfill their basic needs also. The thought of her son’s demand for sweets popping again and again in 

her mind but she was not able to go for it because she had to reach home at the earliest, “Why me? Why only 

me? Hey Chando-bonga, are you testing me?” (Shekhar 134).  She was struggling to reach home. Some 

distance by walk and remaining distance by vehicle and somehow, she reached home. But as she reached 

home, “The bus dropped Subhashini near the school building outside Roshpal. From there she trudged to her 

hut where, it seemed, nearly half the village had gathered. Pata, her children, and all their neighbours were 

scurrying in and out of her house, talking in loud, frenzied tones” (Shekhar 134). She rushed to her house 

feeling that her son will ask her jalebis. When she saw the crowd, she suspected something might have 

happened, “Kunu was lying on the cot where she had left him in the morning. His eyes were shut. Sleeping? 

He is sleeping. Yes, he is sleeping. No? He is sleeping, yes…. He was asking for jalebis, yo. He was waiting 

for you” (Shekhar 142). The sky collapsed on her head. She lost her only son. It was very difficult for her to 

imagine her life without her son. This explicates the hurdles and lives of the Santhal. 
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The other story is “The Adivasi will not Dance”.   It recounts the impact of the thermal power plants on the 

lives and culture of the Santhal tribe. The story portrayed through an old musician and farmer Mangal Murmu 

who used to compose songs and dance with his troupe on celebrations and programs organized by the 

government. The story opens with the helpless protest against the project of development, “They pinned me 

to the ground. They did not let me speak, they did not let me protest, and they did not even let me raise my 

head and look at my fellow musicians and dancers as they were being beaten up by the police. All I could 

hear were their cries for mercy” (Shekhar 169). Mangal thought that the tribal people are foolish just because 

they follow the beck and call of the power down the years and down the generations. He sensed that they were 

like toys and play to the others' tune. If someone presses the buttons, they start dancing to their tunes. 

 

He starts narrating the story–a panoramic view of the lifestyle of the tribes. He said that he was a framer and 

cultivates a small land whereas most of the tribes had no land because their land is grabbed for a mining 

company. On one hand, they lost their land in the name of a development project which was going to benefit 

the elite minorities on the other hand the missionaries were going to take away their culture. In a true sense, 

they are culturally as well as physically uprooted. The mining project was going to dig as much coal as 

possible from their land. No one is heeding the attention to this, “If coal merchants have taken a part of our 

land, the other part has been taken over by stone merchants, all Diku–Marwari, Sindhi, Mandal Bhagat, 

Muslim. They turn our land upside down, inside out, with their heavy machines. They sell the stones they 

mine from our earth in faraway places–Dilli, Noida, Panjab. This coal company and these quarry owners, they 

earn so much money from our land” (Shekhar 172). With this money, the coal miners had all amenities and 

facilities such as they build big buildings, wearing nice clothes, sending their children to a good school and 

everything is at their fingertips. On the contrary, the children of Santhals rely on the mercy of either the free 

government schools where teachers used to come just to cook midday meals or else the Christian missionary 

who did not allow them to worship their gods instead of that they were asking to worship Jesus or Mary. These 

missionary sisters and fathers even change their names, the marker of their identities, from Hopna, Som, and 

Singrai to David, Michael, Christopher, etc. Along with miners, Missionaries, the Muslims also invade their 

houses. In such a way, they were not only uprooted physically but in many more ways, “We are losing our 

Sarna faith, our identities, and our roots. We are becoming people from nowhere” (Shekhar 172).   Many 

times, the coal and stone trucks very rashly driving and took a heavy toll of many Santhals and the mine 

owners so easily compensate for the lives of the people with money to the family of the dead and the matter 

remains unreported. In turn, what did Santhals get? This is a question Mangal wanted to pose not only to the 

mining company but to humanity.  

 

These people not only grabbed their land but also took away their faith. Santhals very easily believed the coal 

miners and trusted their words easily and entrusted their land to them in their absence to take care of. However, 

these people with Santhals' permission built only small three to four huts. But later those small huts turned 

into more than a hundred big bungalows. Like this, the miners entered the village of Santhal and occupied 

everything, “Our men are beaten up, thrown into police lock-ups, into jails, for flimsy reasons, and on false 

charges. Our women are raped, and some sell their bodies on Koyla Road. Most of us are fleeing our places 

of birth.” (Shekhar 176). The Santhals lost their identity, land, culture, and means of livelihood and were 

displaced from their lands with the insistence to work on the mining projects. In this story, the sixty-year 

Mangal was a composer and musician who along with his troupes gives musical performances, “Our music, 

our dance, our songs are sacred to us Santhals. But hunger and poverty have driven us to sell what is sacred 

to us” (Shekhar 179). One day, he received a letter from an IAS officer of Ranchi to give a musical concert at 

some government-organized event. In the letter, it was mentioned that all the participants in the performance 

will be paid well. Mangal was delighted to get such an opportunity because “What does a hungry man need? 

What does a poor man need? Money. So, here I was, needing both” (Shekhar 180).   

 

Therefore, out of the sheer necessity of food and money, he and his troupe accepted the proposal for a music 

concert. However, during that period, there was a strong discussion that the district administration had asked 

the inhabitants of the eleven villages to vacate their land. The villagers have to vacate their houses and their 

land for the sake of a thermal power plant, “Whole towns would be lit up non-stop, factories would never stop 
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working for lack of power. These would be development and jobs and happiness all over. And, finally, news 

also reached us that the foundation stone of the plant would be laid by the President of India” (Shekhar 184). 

Mangal and his troupe is performing for this program. Mangal is shocked by this but in parallel, he is feeling 

happy also because till now he had performed for ministers, chief ministers, and governors. But he never 

performed before the President. At the initial stage, the villagers rejected the proposal of the government 

outright but there was no other alternative for them because they were beaten and thrown into the police lock-

ups. The day arose and Mangal with his troupe reached the place to perform where everyone was with patriotic 

zeal and praising the nation. But, Mangal has questions about which way the country is great, “Which great 

nation displaces thousands of its people from their homes and livelihood to produce electricity for cities and 

factories? And jobs? What jobs? An Adivasi farmer’s job is to farm. Which other job should he be made to 

do?” (Shekhar 179). With these unanswered questions, he had to sing and the Santhal troupe has to dance. 

The President arrived with high security and all the dignitaries occupied their respective places. The program 

was about to start and the Santhals occupied their places. Mangal took the mic and muster the emotions and 

said, “These men sitting beside you have told you that this power plant will change our fortunes, but these 

same men have forced us out of our homes and villages. We have nowhere to go, nowhere to grow crops. 

How can this power plant be good for us? And how can we Adivasis dance and be happy? Unless we are 

given back hour homes and land, we will not sing and dance, we Adivasis will not dance. The Adivasi will 

not–” (Shekhar 187). Thus, the protest of Santhal began. Shekar attempts to bring the anxieties, problems, and 

sufferings of his community into the limelight.  

 

  

 

Conclusion 

 

Shekar has penned many stories to narrate the impact of the project of development on the lives of Santhal. 

This article has selected two stories to analyse which portray the uprooting of the tribe from their culture, 

spiritual connection with the soil, and home. These stories attempted to answer that a development is nothing 

but a maldevelopment which leads to ecological destruction. These stories are vibrant and pulse of the tribal 

people. By reading these stories, we genuinely feel to re-examine, revaluate and rethink our actions toward 

nature and tribal people. We are destroying and damaging nature and tribal people not for our basic needs but 

for the sake of greed where there is no end. 
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